
I was struck by the Royal Town Planning Institute (RTPI) Scotland’s convener statement in the Bulletin of 

June 2020 concerning the annual Patrick Geddes lecture. Specifically, ‘This lecture doesn’t just celebrate 

the contribution of Sir Patrick Geddes but aims to expand our thinking beyond the day job into the bigger 

picture of how planning contributes to place, people and planet - in a manner we hope Patrick would 

approve of!’ Later and in response to the covid-19 pandemic, she states, ‘Digital has become a far stronger 

element of every place, joining the physical, social and economic environments that make up every place’. 

 

The emphasis on ‘place’ is fundamental to town planning. We seek to shape the two-dimensional 

challenges of land use and transportation, and its three-dimensional consequences in urban form. RTPI 

used to proclaim the mediation of space and the making of place. I simply applaud the ultimate concern for 

place and the guiding concepts of Geddes. My own modest contributions, as a Geddes practitioner, can be 

captured in https://www.theplanner.co.uk/opinion/learning-from-geddes-in-kenya This is simply a moment 

in a professional history that started in Edinburgh Corporation’s Town Planning Department in June 1974. 

 

I am a former adviser with UNCDF in New York, working mainly in Africa but also Asia (Bhutan) and the 

Middle East (Yemen). I have held five other long-term consultant roles, on decentralization, local 

government reform, urban management, and performance budgeting. I started my international career in 

1989, as the chief executive of Lilongwe City Council, in Malawi’s aspiring Garden City capital; then 

invited to return as urban management adviser to the parent ministry. Both appointments and a subsequent 

year of PhD work, were through DFID (then ODA). I spent my early years in British town planning, 

mainly in local government but also, with the Taylor-Woodrow Group in London. I started my working 

life in 1966 in the British Army, as a private soldier (a sapper) in the Royal Engineers. My service 

highlight was Aden when the British were being ‘encouraged’ to leave! Qualifications for, then university 

itself, followed. 

 

Apart from two books (see the Learn More tab), I have written 22 journal papers, mainly drawing lessons 

from practice. The most recent concern: 

Urban resilience – an urban management perspective (2020), forthcoming. 

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/journal-of-urban-management 

DFIDs new urban discourse – a critique (2020) forthcoming. 

https://online.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk/loi/tpr 

Making towns work (2018). 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14649357.2017.1369237 

Building capacity for local government to perform (2010). 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/276395407 

 

I like to think that the best from earlier times include: 

Performance budgeting (2001). 

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/09513550110404633/full/html 

Institutional development for civil service reform (1999). 

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/09513559910300163/full/html 

Urban management in developing countries (1998). 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0264275198000419 

Planning for strategic performance in local government (1988). 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/0024630188901082 

 

My first paper (1979), about funded urban conservation in West Cumbria, is cited through the Learn More 

tab. The work was an early opportunity to combine town planning with public investment, as a 

participatory, integrated planning process. It yielded spatial benefits and resulting, satisfying urban form.  
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